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Renew or reserve books



New books in the library



New horror movies!

Do you scare easily?
Then don't come to the library today...

New books in the Media Centre

The Woman in Cabin 10
by Ruth Ware

Journalist Lo Blacklock has just been
given the assignment of a lifetime: a
week on a luxury cruise with only a
handful of cabins. The cabins are
plush, the dinner parties are sparkling,
and the guests are elegant. But then
Lo witnesses what she thinks is a
woman being thrown overboard. The
problem? All passengers remain
accounted for and the ship sails on as
if nothing has happened, despite Lo’s
desperate attempts to convey that
something has gone terribly wrong…
Hell & High Water
by Tanya Landman

Teenager Caleb and his father roam

England with little to their names but
the theatre and puppets with which
they stage popular Punch and Judy
shows. When Pa is convicted of a theft
he didn’t commit and sentenced to
transportation to the colonies in
America, Caleb is sent to an aunt on
the coast, where everyone treats him
differently because of the colour of his
skin. But when Caleb finds a body
washed up on shore, he stumbles into
something much bigger than a man’s
death in the high water.

Shtum
by Jem Lester

10-year-old Jonah has severe autism
and Ben and his wife, Emma, are
struggling to cope. When Ben and
Emma fake a separation - a strategic
decision to further Jonah's case in an
upcoming tribunal to get extra careBen and Jonah move in with George,
Ben's elderly father. In a small house
in North London, three generations of
men - one who can't talk; two who
won't - are thrown together.
Confluence: Beyond the River with
Siseko Ntondini
by Piers Cruickshanks
The movie Beyond the River is based
on this book!
Readable non-fiction
The Dusi Canoe Marathon takes on
several rivers, but there is a
confluence where these rivers meet,
each taking on the strength of the
other as they join forces and head
towards the sea. Piers Cruickshanks
and Siseko Ntondini, two men from
different backgrounds who formed an
unlikely partnership and together
embarked on an inspiring journey.

The Fifth Mrs Brink: A Memoir
by Karina Szczurek
Readable non-fiction
Karina M. Szczurek's memoir of her
life before, during and after her
marriage to André P. Brink. Polishborn Karina was 27 when she met the
acclaimed writer, 42 years her senior,
and they spent a decade together.
Here she chronicles their relationship,
from their first encounter in Vienna,
Austria, and moving across continents
to be with each other, to finding calm
and stability in their married life in
Cape Town, and finally facing the
challenges of André's deteriorating
health in the last year of his life.

Latest horror DVDs
The Mummy
PG 13

Nick Morton (Tom Cruise) is a soldier of fortune
who plunders ancient sites for timeless artifacts and
sells them to the highest bidder. When Nick and his
partner come under attack in the Middle East, the
ensuing battle accidentally unearths Ahmanet, a
betrayed Egyptian princess who was entombed
under the desert for thousands of years. With her
powers constantly evolving, Morton must now stop
the resurrected monster as she embarks on a
furious rampage through the streets of London.

Pirates of the Caribbean: Salazar's Revenge

Javier Bardem, Kaya Scodelario and Brenton
Thwaites join Orlando Bloom and Johnny Depp who returns as anti-hero Jack Sparrow - in the allnew “Pirates of the Caribbean: Salazar’s Revenge”
This spectacular and unexpected adventure finds a
down-on-his-luck Captain Jack feeling the winds of
ill-fortune blowing strongly his way, when deadly
ghost sailors, led by the terrifying Captain Salazar,
(Bardem) escape from the Devil's Triangle to seek
revenge
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